Project Clip It
PROBLEM:
User is exposed to travel packages, search results, promos,
reservations. They want to bookmark or save these results and
compile them into a itinerary for review before finally booking.

SOLUTION:
Allow users to clip search results, promos, travel packages,
reservations, etc. Once captured or clipped allow the user to assemble
the clippings into a report/itinerary and share or send off for review.

DETAILS & CONSIDERATIONS:
• What does the review process look like?
• How does content or clipped content appear in the report if they expire?
• How can we share the same report with multiple users?

“CLIP IT” TASKFLOW
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SAMPLE “CLIP IT” UI FOR SEARCH RESULTS, CONTENT & PROMOS
APPROACH
Provide “Clip It “UI on all results,
promos, content to allow users to
clip choice content or packages to a
specific page. On this page we could
allow users to manage the clippings,
assemble them into folders or
containers, review, edit and delete
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Project Clip It
ITS A FREAKIN CATALINA WINE MIXER!!!!
CLIPPINGS PAGE
Adding a new section to the core navigation, we introduce the concept of clippings.
First run or click of the clippings page could reveal a getting started or instruction on how
clippings pages work.
The Clippings page show the user whats has been collected and the ability to create an event.
Users should be able to manage multiple events , create new events, label events, delete
events, share events & book multiple events at once.
CLIPPINGS PAGE INTERACTION
We allow users to drag clippings into the specific event creation area. We should leverage the
existing knowledge base of drag & drop that users experience with expenses.

CLIPPINGS, EVENTS DETAILS & CONSIDERATIONS
• UI to remove clippings in the clippings module?
• Scrollbars vs Chevrons?
• Reduction of Select UI when items are placed in the Event Creator.
• Behavior of revealing more detailed info inline in the clipping area?
• How does content or clipped content appear in the report if they expire?
• We are surfacing a new concept of event management, is this really a clippings page now?
• What does an Event email/landing page look like?
• Sometimes I just want the ability to say what I want. Add a notes/comments section for
responses/confirmation?
• When event is sent, how does it appear, what UI is needed to confirm, modify, interact etc...
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EVENT VERIFICATION PAGE
The user is presented with a landing page and the travel options for their approval. User can
request edits or changes, perhaps takes notes.
DETAILS & CONSIDERATIONS
• Back and Forth communication between event creator and the decider.
• Is email a better place for this type of back and forth.
• Creation of a pending events page/or do we manage within the event creator.
• Ability to clip content to a specific event.

ROOM NO LONGER AVAILABLE
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